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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F,(2”) denote the Chevalley group of type (FJ ov-er a field r with 
2’” elements. In this paper we shall characterize F,(2”) in terms of the centra- 
lizers of elements of order two. 
The elements of order two in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup S of F4(2’“) 
lie in three conjugacy classes. We may choose representatives xi , x2 , and 
x, = .xlxZ of these classes in such a way that their centralizers satisfy 
C(q) n C(x,) = C(xa). It then follows that C(q) and C(x,) are isomorphic 
and together generate all of F&2”). Our characterization is given by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a$nite group. Suppose the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G contains elements y1 , yz , and ys = y1 yz of order two such that C,( yi) s 
(‘(xi), i 1 1, 2, 3. Then G s F,(2”). 
To prove this theorem we first determine the conjugacy classes in S of 
elements of order two and their fusion in C(s,) and C(x,). We then study 
the isomorphisms Oi : C(q) -+ C&y,), i = 1, 2. We show by elementary 
means that we may assume O,(x) = .Q2( x ) f  or “most” of the elements x E C(xJ. 
It is then easy to check that G has four classes of elements of order two. 
As a corollary we determine that O,(x) = O,(x) for all x E C(xa). We then 
prove that F&2”) is isomorphic to GO , the subgroup of G generated by C,( yr) 
and C,(yz). Finally we prove that the assumption G f  G, leads to the con- 
clusion that GO is strongly embedded in G. This is impossible as G has four 
classes of elements of order two. Many of the arguments used in the proof are 
similar to arguments which Suzuki [.5, 6, 71 and Thomas [8] have used in 
their characterizations of groups by centralizers of elements of order two. 
The notation and terminology in the paper will be the same as that used 
in [3]. In particular, if H is a group and x, y  E N, then xv = y-lxy and 
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[x, y] : s ‘y ‘xy. The set of non-identity elements of H will be denoted I)! 
H#. VV’e shall use ri’ to denote the set of non-zero elements of the field 1‘. 
An element of order two will be called an involution. 
Let n E I’+. Since r is of characteristic 2, then them exists a unique element 
y  E r satisfying ys : 01. VVTe shall denote this element by &. 
2. THE GROUP F4(271) 
In this section we shall list some of the properties of the group E’,(2”). 
We refer the reader to [l] and [2] for discussions of Chevalley groups, 
(B, N)-pairs, and root systems, and to [4] for a description of 1;,(2”). 
The root system Z of type (FJ consists of the 48 roots 
where i, j, m, n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and i, j, wz, n are distinct. VVe take vi = t4 , 
~,=&-[~,~~-~a-~s, and rro~-Q(~,-[,-~,-&) as asystemof 
fundamental roots. I f  we denote the root arr + br, + crj + dv,,, by abed, 
then the set EC-~ of positive roots consists of the roots 
1’1 - 1000 r. 2 ~ ~~ 0100 r:s =z 1100 Yq 7 2100 
Yj = 0010 Y6 == 0110 Y7 1110 Ys = 2110 
‘!J -= 2210 7i” 0001 I,11 ~~ 1001 y12 ~~ 1101 
?I3 = 2101 T14 ~ 1111 Yrs = 2111 Y16 2211 
Y 17 == 3211 Y18 x 2102 V19 -= 2112 Y20 =~ 2212 
Y 21 : 3212 I,, = 4212 y23 = 4312 ),.).I 4322. 
Let A be the additive group generated by 2:. We define an inner product 
(1) on V = R @ A, the vector space over the real numbers R, by (fi / ti) = I 
and (E, 1 Ej) = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, i f  j. For 7, s E Z let A(Y) = (Y 1 Y) and 
S(Y) = 2(s 1 r)j(r 1 Y). Th e values X(yi) and r,(r,) for i z= 1, 2, 5, 10 and 
1 <j :< 24 are included in Table 1. 
For each i, 1 & i < 24, and each s E z’ let zZi(s) ~~ s - s(Y<) Y, . Then 
z& is a permutation of 2’. The permutation group 1%’ generated by 
{z& j 1 < i .c 24) is the Weyl group of Z. 
(2.1) @ is of order 2’3” and is generated by 6, , G& , zZ:, , and G,, . 
Indeed if aij = / zZ,zZj /, then the generators z&, 6,) zZ5, ZIr, together with 
the relations (zE@~)~~~ = 1, {;, j] 5 { 1, 2, 5, lo>, form a presentation of Iv. 
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IO 
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II 
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I5 
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IX 
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22 
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1 II 2 
6 2 ..- 2 
7 12 0 
8 18 7 
~- 5 5 0 
2 6 -1 
3 14 ; 
4 I9 2 
9 20 0 
10 IO --- I 
II I I 
I4 3 -- 
15 I3 I 
I2 7 .- I 
I3 I5 I 
16 I6 -I 
I7 21 I 
19 4 0 
18 8 0 
20 9 2 
?I 17 0 
22 22 2 
24 23 0 
23 24 0 
1 0 ~~ I 
2 .~~ I 0 
I -I m-1 
0 -I 3 
- I 3 0 
I I 0 
0 I ~~ I 
-I I 7 
I 0 -2 
0 0 2 
1 0 I 
I -~I I 
0 . 1 0 
0 I I 
I I 0 
I 0 0 
0 0 I 
0 -~ I 1 
I I 2 
I 0 2 
0 0 I 
-I 0 0 
I -~ 0 
0 I 0 
JYrJ i 
I 2 
2 I 
I 4 
2 3 
2 IO 
2 II 
I 18 
2 I2 
7 I3 
1 5 
I 0 
I 8 
I 9 
I 19 
I 20 
I 22 
I 23 
2 7 
2 I4 
? 15 
I 24 
2 16 
2 I7 
2 21 
It will frequently be convenient to think of the elements PZ. E TV as permu- 
tations of (5; 1 < i < 24) defined as follows: 
The values zEi(j) for i 1-m 1, 2, 5, 10 and 1 -1 j -c-: 24 are included in Table 1. 
From these values we see that 
(2.2) The values aij are as follows: 
aii = 1 for i :-= 1, 2, 5, 10; 
aij = 2 for (i,j) = (1, 51, (2, IO}, {5,10); 
aij = 3 for (i, j) = {I, IO), (2, 5); and 
qj = 4 for {i, j) -= {I, 2). 
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(2.3) %’ acts transitivity on (Y E Z 1 h(r) ==~ i), i ~. I ,2. 
Let r be a field with 4 z-m 2” elements and let F be the (‘hevalley group ot 
type (F4) over r. Then F has the following properties. 
(2.4) F is simple. 
(2.5) For each i, 1 L.. i _ _ 24, there exists a homomorphism 
& : X(2, y) +F. 
For each a: E r and p E I‘* we define 
Note that zciz = xi(a)” ==~ (zc~~(l))~ = I. 
(2.6) For each i, 1 ;. i -< 24, let Si = {xi(a) 1 01 E rj. Each Si is an 
elementary abelian group of order 4. The elements of Si multiply according 
to the rule xi(a) x&3) = xi(a + /3). 
(2.7) Let S = (Si j 1 -G< i < 24). Then 5’ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of F. 
Any element x: E S can be expressed uniquely in the form x = nf”, zi(ai) 
which we shall abbreviate as x = n a$aJ. Hence S has order qz4. The product 
of any two elements of S may be calculated by use of the commutators 
[xi(~), xj(/3)], 1 < i <: j < 24. The non-trivial commutators are listed in 
Table 2. It is easy to calculate that 
Z(S) = s,,s,, 
(2.8) For each i, 1 Z: i < 24, let FI$ -: {hi(m) 1 a E I’*}. Then each 
Hi is a cyclic group of order 4 - 1. The elements of Hi multiply according 
to the rule hi(~) hi(P) = hi($). Let H = (EIi / 1 < i < 24). Then H :- 
H, x H, x Hz x HI, . 
(2.9) Let B = IV,(S). Then B -- SH. The element 
conjugates xi(m) according to the rule 
(2.10) Let W 7~ (wi / 1 C< i < 24) and N = (H, W). Then H 4 N 
and B n N = H. 
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TABLE 2. 
Values (i, j : m) for which [x~(Y), xj(p)] = x,(q9) 
(I, 10 : II) 
(2, 5 : 6) 
(3, 10 : 12) 
(4, 5 : 8) 
(5, 18 : 19) 
(7, IO : 14) 
(8, 18 : 22) 
(10, 17 : 21) 
(1, 12 : 13) 
(2, 8 : 9) 
(3, 11 : 13) 
(4, 6 : 9) 
(5, 23 : 24) 
(7, 11 : 15) 
(8, 20 : 24) 
(I 1, 16 : 21) 
(1, 14: 15) 
(2, 19 : 20) 
(3, 14 : 16) 
(4, 19 : 22) 
(6, 18 : 20) 
(7, 12 : 16) 
(9, 18 : 23) 
(12, 15 : 21) 
(1, 16 : 17) 
(2, 22 : 23) 
(3, 15 : 17) 
(4, 20 : 23) 
(6, 22 : 24) 
(7, 13 : 17) 
(9, 19 : 24) 
(13, 14 : 21) 
Values (i, j : m, II) for which [x>(‘z), x,(/I)] == x,,(n@ x,(a”j3) 
(1,2 : 3,4) (1, 6 : 7, 8) (I,20 : 21, 22) 
(3, 5 : 7, 9) (3, 19 : 21, 23) (7, 18 : 21, 24) 
Values (i, j : m, n) for which [x,(m), x,(p)] = x,(&p) x,(qF) 
(2, 11 : 12, 18) (2, 15 : 16, 24) (4, 10 : 13, 18) 
(4, 14 : 17, 24) (5, 12 : 14, 20) (5, 13 : 15, 22) 
(6, 11 : 14, 19) (6, 13 : 16, 23) (8, IO : 15, 19) 
(8, 12 : 17, 23) (9, 10 : 16, 20) (9, I I : 17, 22) 
(2.11) F or zc = wjlwjz ... z0’,, , 1 <jr ,...,, jm 5: 24, let 2; = z$z;~~ ... zEj . m 
Then 
The map w - ZZ is a homomorphism from W onto I@. If d = 1, then 
u E C,(S). Since N,(S) n N = I-I, then u E C,(S). It follows from 2.9 that 
C,(S) -: (1). Therefore 
(2.12) The map w - 6 defines an isomorphism from W onto I%? 
(2.13) For each w E W let S, = (Si 1 1 < i < 24 and G(i) < 0) and 
let S,’ = (Si 1 1 < i -5 24 and G(i) > 0). Then B n Btu = S,‘H and S, 
is a complement to B n Bw in B. 
(2.14) Each element g EF can be expressed uniquely in the form 
g=shws’withsES,hEH,wEW,ands’ES,. 
For any root I = UY~ -t br, -t cr5 -+ &,, let 
F == (26~~ + ay2 + dr, + 2c~~~)/A(y). 
Then Y E Z+ implies FEZ+. For each i, 1 < i < 24, let Z be defined by 
ri = ri . The values z are included in Table I. 
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(2.15) There exists an automorphism @ of F such that 
for all a E I’, p E r”, and 1 _ i .-: 24. ‘This is the graph automorphism of F 
which kc uses to obtain “F;(q). 
Finally we note 
(2.16) I f f  is an automorphism of r, then the mapping x~((Y) ---f xL(f(ol)) 
induces an automorphism of F. Such an automorphism is referred to as 
a field automorphism of I;. 
3. FURTHER PROPERTIES 01: F 
in this section we shall study the centralizers of the elements xal(ol), 
~6’)~ 44 4/% 2nd ~(4 &P) w h ere (Y, /3 E P. In particular we shall 
describe the conjugacy classes in S of involutions and their fusion in 
C,(X,~(~) .x,&3)) and in C,(x,,(a)). The results on conjugacy classes and fusion 
of involutions require massive but straightforward calculations which wc shall 
omit. 
(3.1) Let i7 = C&(Y,,), Cl := (6, , zi’,), and C2 = ~W,zClzirj). Then 
(i) G 1 = 48, 1 u1 / -= 8, j l?Z 1 = 6; and 
(ii) c := clr, = (z?, , Ga , zt!,:. 
Proof. It follows from 2.3 that the orbit of yZ1 under the action of r”v has 
24 elements. Hence 1 c 1 j G //24 =~= 48. From the values G,(i) in Table 1 
it is easily seen that 1 CL j = 8, ~ cZ : 6, and c1 n cZ -= {I}. It follows 
that 0 -:= E,c’, = (zE1 , 23, , G5 
(3.2) Let J1 -= H,H,H, , E,; :z(;, , z+ , ma>, and 
c, ~~-{ShWS’~SES,l?EJ1,WE~~~,S’ESU.~. 
Then 
(i) C, -2 C,(Z) for each x E S& , and 
(ii) Z(C,) = S,, . 
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Proof. Let z = ~~~(a), a: E I’“. Clearly C, C C,(z). Suppose, on the other 
hand, that x E C,(z). Let x = skws’ with s E S, h = h,(P) h,(y) &(a) &(E), 
ZL’ E II’, and s’ E S 1(, . Then 
x21(a) = zchx,,(a) h-lw-~l = “Jal)(cYE). 
Therefore zE(21) = 21 and E =-= 1. By 3.1, zip E (z& , zi;, , zQ. By 2.12 w E 11’1 . 
Therefore C, =z C,(z). 
Suppose x = shws’ E Z(C,) with s E S, h t H, w E W, and s’ E S, . Then 
x t C,(S). Hence w E N,(S) = B. Since B n A’ = H and H n W :- (I), 
then ZL’ z 1. Thercforc x = sh. IHencc A’,” == Sib-l = Sj , 1 -< i -< 24. It 
follows from the rules for multiplication in S that s E Z(S). Hence 
k E C,(S) = (1). Therefore x E Z(S). Since x E CF(w5), then x E S,, . There- 
fore Z(C,) = S?, . 
(3.3) Let J2 = IllZ-12Ul,, W2 ~ \nu, , w2, wlO>, and 
C, = ~shzx’ 1 s E S, h E J2 , w E W, , s’ t S,;. 
Then 
(i) C, = C,(z) for all z E S& , and 
(ii) Z(C,) = S,, 
Proof. Let z E S& . Then x = Q(U) for some u E Srl . Hence C,(z) = 
@(C,(U)). The result now follows from 3.2 and 2.15. 
(3.4) Let Jc3 = H,H2 , IV, = (zq , ws>, and 
c, = {shws’ ; s E S, h E J:] , w t W3 , s’ E S,]. 
Then C, = C,(x) for all z E S&S’& . 
Proof. Let .z = .Q(OL) x2&3), 01, /3 E P. Then C, C C,(z). Suppose 
x = shws’ E C,(x), with s E S, h = h,(y) h,(S) h5(c) /Z&A), w E W, and s’ E S, . 
Then 
Since h(21) = 1 and X(24) == 2, it follows from 2, 3 that G(21) = 21 and 
zE(24) = 24. Hence p = E = 1. Since zE(21) = 21, then 6 E 0. Since 
zE(24) = 24, it now follows that G E (z$ , zE2). Therefore w E Wz and hence 
c, =: C,(z). 
(3.5) Let R = (S, I i > 0, if 1, 2, 6, 11) and 
C, = {shws’ 1 s E R, h E IIjH10 , w E (w:, , wlO), s’ E S,,.). 
Then C, = C,(y) fey ally E S&S,#, . 
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Proof. Let y  --= xrs(c6) x&3) with 01, /3 E P. Since S, L S,S1, for cacli 
w E (w5, wloj, then C, C C,(y). Supp ose, on the other hand, that x ~; 
s/zws’ E C,(y) with s = n xi(yi), Iz E II. IC E IV, and s’ = n x,(6,) E S, . 
Then 
Since Stih = Si for each i, it follows from 2.3 that S$ E (S,, , S,, , A’,,/ and 
sz E {S,, ) s,, ) S,,).. 
Suppose 5’:; E {A’,, , S,,}. Since A’,, =~- Sip”1 and S,, = S$o, then 
S,, E {S.$ji~W~z(:lUi~, Szwl,owiw}. Hence one of z+,w~ww~~ or wr,,wrw is an element 
of IV,. In either case, S’~l0’~‘1~~~ 10 E (Si j i := 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9}. However 
s’p2L’ll”w10 _ s gQ E (S,, , s,, , S,,J, a contradiction. Therefore S$ = S,, . 
Similarly S$, = S,, . 
Since Srti = A’,, , then A,, 1 uil”zI:l’~u’lu’~o _ s’,, . Hence w’ -= wrOwlwwlzurO E W, . 
Since s& = S,, , then S”” :c S,3”~~jti’ :z ,“&I~Io := s, . It fol]ows that 
WI E (WI ) w;>, By 2.2, r@o’“l ---: wn, and zu~lolL’l -= ZL’~ . Therefore 
z.c E (zu5 ) WIO>. 
Since w E (zuj , ~rqO), then A’,, C S&a . Hence 8, = 6, = 8, =-- 6,, 2 0. 
It follows that yi = ys := ~a =- yir = 0 and h E H&r,. Therefore C, = C,(y). 
(3.6) Let x E S be an involution. Then x is con&gate in S to an involution 
of one of the forms 
zuhere I is one of the sets listed in Table 
integers c(I) listed in Table 3 satisfy 
3 and ai E P for each i E I. The 
(3.7) Let x t S be an involution. Then there is an involution y  of one of 
the forms listed in Table 4 such that x L’S conjugate in C, to y  or to Q(y). 
The sets F3(y) listed in Table 4 are complete sets of representatives for the 
distinct conjugacy classes in S which are fused in C, to give S n cclc3(y). 
The integers d(y) satisfy d(y) = ~ S n c~l.~(y)l. 
(3.8) Each involution x E S is conjugate in C, to an involution y  of one 
of the.forms listed in Table 5. The sets F,(y) satisfy 
s n cclc,(y) 
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‘1’ABIX 5 
{x,(q) 1 i -: 18, 23, 24: 
I=%(4 I t f  E 25’,bh(l ))i 
{x,(a,) ! i : 13, 17: 
:nIiEl x,(i\,) 11 -z jl7, 24}, (17, 231, 113, 181, :13, 231,’ 
{&,N~(u,) /I {lb, 22}, {13, 24}, (13, 201, (17, 18}, 
jl3, 18, 24:, (13, 23, 241, (13, 18, 20:) 
Ix,(cx,) 1 i 4, 9; 
{ztxgl(n) / 11 E Fl(X8( 1)) I 
:&,l x~(cY~) 1 I = {9, 17), :4, 18:, :4, 24)) 
:ux21(?) / II E E’,(&,( 1) x,,(l))i 
{&,.~,(a,) /I (9, IS:, (9, 13),{4, 121, 14, 161, (4, 16, 181: 
i,(%) i 3, 7: 
(x:I(“:i) f.ll(cc)r Xi(+) -Tal( \)i 
l&Ix,(:lJ 1 I = :7, 231, I 3, 181, (3, 221, :3, 24:, :3, 21, 241) 
XI,, .X6(%) I I L (7, 9;, :3, 4),13, 7)) 
(x,(+) Xi!(%) X>l(ll), x.3(4 XP(oiJ x.21(a), x&3) 4%) 44i 
[&[ X,(!l,) 12 -~- {7, 9, 151, {3, 4, IS}, (3. 7, 221, 
[3, 4, 241, {3, 4, 21, 24:) 
IIT<,, N,(,%) 1 I = 14, 71, {3, 81, 13, 4, 7:) 
4. THE EMBEDDINGS OF C, AND C, INTO G 
For the remainder of this paper G will denote a finite group with the 
following property. There exist involutions yi , yz , and ya = ylyz in the 
center z of a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G such that C,( yi) g Ci , i = 1, 2, 3. 
Let Bi : Ci ---f C,(y,) be an isomorphism, i = 1, 2. In this section we shall 
prove that u-e may assume O,(x) = O,(x) for “most” of the elements x E C, 
Note first that since S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G then we may assume that 
Oi(S) =- S, i = 1, 2. For each s E S let O(s) =: 0;?9.Js), Then 0 is an auto- 
morphism of S. 
(4.1) Let v  be an automorphism of S’. l’hen {v(S,,), v(S,,)] =: [Szl , ST,). 
Proof. Since 1 Cs(~(x.2a(1))1 L ) C,(r,,( I))1 =-: q23, then it follows from 3.6 
and the rules for multiplication in S that v(x2a(1)) E (S$S’,,S,, u Sc3S,,S2,). 
Hence 
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By repeating this argument with each element x replaced by 65(x) and each 
Si by @(SJ we see also that v(S,J ~{&r , S,,}. Since v(Z(S)) = Z(S) 
S,,S,, , then {v(S,,) , v(S,,)} = {S,, , S,,:. 
(4.2) 8(SJ = Si , i == 21, 24. 
Proof. By 4.1, {0(&r), fl(S,,)} 1 {S,, , S?,}. Now 0,‘(y2) E Z(C,) S,, . 
Suppose @(Bil(yz)) E S,, . Then O;‘(yP) E S,, = Z(C,). Therefore 
y2 E z(C,(yd). Hence CG(Y~ 2 GAYJ, a contradiction. Therefore 
H(B;‘(y,)) E S,, and hence f?(S,,) :p- S,, . It follows that &A’,,) = S,, . 
(4.3) 8,(C,) = 8,(C,) = CG(&). 
Proof. Since 8-r 2 (yz) E S,, and 8;l(yr) E S,, , it follows from 4.2 that 
Qil(yn) E S&S& > i -1 1, 2. Since C, = C,.(x) for each z E SzlS& , then 
C&J !Z e,(C,), i =m 1, 2. Since e,(C,), &(Ci), and C,(y,) arc isomorphic, 
then e,(C,) = &(C,) =-= C,( y3) 
(4.4) For em?2 element x E C, let e(x) = QIB,(x). 
(i) I f  j E (5, 231, then xj( 1) is conjugate in S to an element of S,*S,, . 
(ii) I f  j E { 10, 171, then Xj(1) is conjugate in S to an element of SjdS,, . 
(iii) Ifj E (1, 2), then ~~(1) is conjugate in S to alz element ofS,+S,,S,, . 
Proof. Suppose first that j E (5, 23). It follows from 3.6, 3.7, and the rules 
for multiplication in S that any involution u E S which satisfies 1 ccl,(u)l :m= 
I ccl&,(1)):, ~ S n cclc-)l = ] S n ccl.s(xj(l))l, and Sza cl [u, S] is con- 
jugate in S to an element of S,“S,, . Since 0(S) = S, and B(S,,J -= S,, , then 
O(xj(cz)) satisfies these conditions for each 01 E P. In particular, (i) holds. 
Any involution UES which satisfies I ccls(u)l = 1 ccl,(x,(l))i, 
/ S n CC~~,(U): = 1 S n c~l,~(x,(l))i, and [u, S] n S.&Z(S) f (I}, is con- 
jugate in S to an element of S,+S,lS,4. Since, by the above, 0(S,#,Z(S)) C 
S&Z(S) then 0(x,( 1)) must satisfy these conditions. Hence the conclusion of 
(iii) holds in this case. 
The remainder of 4.4 is obtained by repeating the above argument with 
each element x replaced by Q(x) and each Si by @(SJ. 
(4.5) Fov each j, 1 < j < 24, let 0(x,(a)) = n x~(~~,~(cx)). We may 
assume thut for each a: E r, 
(i) 0(X,(a)) = Xj(U) fOY UZl j  > 0, j  f 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 7, 18; 
(ii) 0(x,(m)) = xj(a) ~zl(fj.zl(~)) x24(h,z4(a)), j = 5, 1% z&eye 
fj,dl) =-flo,21(l) = 0; and 
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(iii) there exist elements a, b, c, d E r such that 
PVOC$ It follows from 4.4 that fj,j( I) 72 0, i ~~ 1, 2, 5, IO. Let 
Let 7 be the automorphism of C, induced by conjugation by /r,(a) /r,(/3) h5(y) 
&(fi). Bp replacing 0i by 0,~ we map assumefj,j(l) -~- I, i I, 2, 5, 10. 
It follows from 4.4 and the rules for multiplication in 5’ that there exist 
elements sr E ,S,S:ISJ,S,,S,:,S,,,S,:l and t, E S,S,SIS,S,S,S’,, such that 
B(srU( I)) E (S&&J’~ and 0(x5( I)) E (S,#S,$l’l. Let pr be the inner auto- 
morphism of C, induced bv s,t, . By replacing 0i by B,p, we may assume 
f,,,,i(l) 0 for i$ IO, 12, 13, 18, 24, and 
Since [0(.x5( I)), 0(x,,,))] _m e[s,( I), +,( l )I -_ 1, then 
@I,,( 1)) -- XL,,( 1) %&,,,?d 1)). 
Since [0(x,( I)), 0(x5( I))] m-y 1) thenf,,,( I j 0 for i 7 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, 23. It 
follows from 4.4 that there exist elements r1 t S,,, and t, E S,S,,S,,S,, such 
that 0(x1( 1)) E (S1*Szl&JflrI. Since [0(x2(1))‘“‘, N(r,,,( I))] = [0(x2( I)$, 
0(x1& l))fTm’] 1, then there exist elements rA E S,, and sj E S’jS1lSlsS%z 
such that H(~Q( I)) E (S,* S21S.,4)q~r2t~. Let pa bc the inner automorphism of C, 
induced by szt, By replacing H, by ffip:: we may assume 
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By replacing 0, by 0rp. where p3 is an inner automorphism of C, induced by 
an clement of S,,S,, we may assume further that 
It now follows in a straightforward manner by consideration of the equation 
[O(xi( I)), 0(x,(a))] = @a$ l), ~+(a()] first with i = 1, 2, 5, 10 and 24 >- j .;: 1 
and then with (;,j) = (3, IO) and (4, 5) that 
(I) fj,j(a) =fl,l(a), 1 -‘-: j .( 24; 
(2) I f  ifj, then f,,?(a) = 0 unless (j, i) ~((1, 17) (1, 21), (I, 22), 
(1 j 24), (2, lb), (2, 21)~ (2, 23), (2,24), (3, 21)~ (3, 23), (3, 24), (4, 17), (4, 21)~ 
(4, 24)) (5, 21), (5, 24), (10, 21), (10, 24), (7, 24), (18, 21)$; 
(3) fl,d4 --f&4 =f7,d4 --fl,zs(l)fd4; and 
(4) fmd4 = fd4 = fld4 =: f2,l,(l)fl,l(d4~ 
Since [0(x1(a)), 0(x,(/3))] = 0(s,(@) ~&a”p)), then 
(5) fid4f~.dP) -Ad4, and 
(6) f&4 ~-f&4% i = 2124. 
It follows from (1) and (5) thatfr,r(+) fr,r(~)fr,r(B). Since B(xr((~ -+ /3)) .- 
0(,rr(,) x1(/3)), then fr,r(a --I- p) =fr,r(~) +fr,r(/3). Therefore fr,r is an auto- 
morphism of r. Let 7 be the automorphism of C, induced by the field auto- 
morphism of F determined fr,r . By replacing 0r by 0r7 we may assume 
fr,r(a) -z OL and hence 
Statements (i) and (ii) of 4.5 now follow from (1) and (2). Statement (iii) 
follows from (3), (4), and (6) by setting a -&j,rL,16(1), b =f&(l), c =f4,nr( I), 
and d --f&& 1). 
(4.6) Let e be a fixed element of IY There exists an automorphism 0 of C, 
such that for each CXE r 
@(xi(~)) =A q(a) for all i > 0, if 1, 3, 7; 
@(x,(4) = q(4 ~&4; 
0(x3(01)) = .~~(n)a-~~(eol); and 
0(x7(01)) = x7(01) x&Lx). 
Proof. It follows from 3.1 that each element WE Wr has a unique expression 
of the form w = wz~(wlzQ (zu~zu~zu~)~~ with 0 < i 5; 1, 0 sz j .< 3, and 
0 .<; 12 5.; 5. Let ~0 = 3L’21(e)i+x w. For each i > 0, i f  1, 3, 7, let ~~(a) = x&(01). 
Let x1(01) =: xr(o1) xz2(eoL), x3(01) = X~(IY) X&em), and %,(a) = xr(o1) x&eoI). 
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E-01 5 = JJ ~(cL,), let S =7 11 x,(cQ). Each element x E C, has a unique 
expression of the form x mm= shz~s’ with s t S, h E II, , ZG E If; , and s’ i- S, . 
r.et O(x) S/I&. Then 0 maps C1 onto itself. Thus it suffices to prove 0 
is a homomorphism. 
It is easily checked that 0 induces homomorphisms of SM, and lflfl,; and 
that (O(zcPxI( 1)))” 1 for i ~~ I, 2, 5. It follows (see the proof of 6.5) that 
it suffices to prove that 6”’ E SZZ, with 6 t SH, and u! F IT, implies O(P) : 
@([))W~ 
For each i, 1 . . i 9, we define x )(u) by the follol\ing formulas: 
It is easily checked that X,(X)“’ : .~;,(~)(a) for j : 1, 2, 5 and --9 ;Z i z 24. 
Hence .~~“(a) m= P..~(~,(u) for each u: E W1 The required result nolv follows 
b!- a straightforward argument (see the proof of 6.4). 
(4.7) We may assume that for each 01 t Ir and /3 E l’, 
(i) 0(x,((x)) := xi(~), 5 -1 i __ 24; 
(ii) e(s,(a)) -= xi(a) sql(c) +Jd), i I, 2, 3, 4; 
(iii) H(w~) -:= wPYzl(c) xzr(d), i 1, 2; anct 
(iI:) 0(/l&3)) I@), i 1, 2. 
Proof. Assume the conclusion of 4.5 holds. Let 0, and 0, be the auto- 
morphisms of C, obtained from 4.6 by taking e mu: b and e a respectively. 
Ry replacing 19, and 19~ by B,O,, and H,@O,@ 1 WC may assume a = b -- 0. 
Let x E C, and let y  = 0(x) s-l. Since @(x,(e)) = xi(a) then y  centralizes 
xi(~) for all i ‘> 0, i # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10. It follows easily that y  E S,&S,,S,, . 
In particular, O(wj) w;l, 0(/z,(P)) /?j(/3P1 E S,,S,,S,,S,, , j L- 1, 2. 
It now follows from the fact that x~(oI)“‘~ == x4(a) and xl(ol)“‘~ = x3(~) that 
,fi.21(01) &L,2L,il(~) = c and f&a) =&&01) -~~ d. Therefore (i) holds. 
Since xl(,(~)“‘~ = xl1 (a) and f&(l) :--: 0, then Q(w,) z~;l E &,A’,,&, and 
f,o,21(01) =-~ fi&cx) -=: 0. Similarly B(w,) ~2~ E S,,S,lS,, and fj,rl(ol) 
X&U) --- 0. In particular, (ii) holds. 
Let 0(zuJ .~: xgl(sl) xz3(tl) xpq(ul) w1 and b)(w,) = q,(t,) x.~~(s~) xzd(uB) wy 
Since (~~~~(1))3 -7 1, then ti ..= 0, si = c, and ui = d, i = 1, 2. Therefore 
(iii) holds. 
Since hi(P) normalizes S,S,, , then S(h@)) h,(P)-’ E S,,S,, , i .-- 1, 2. 
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Since k,(P) = [h,(P), q] and h&13) = [&(z/p), ~~1, it now follows that 
0(/z,(@) = h&3), i == 1, 2. This completes the proof of 4.7. 
5. C’ONJLSACY CLASSES OF INVOLGTIONS IN (; 
1Ve assume the conclusions of 4.7 hold. For each element .v E C, and each 
subset ,-1 C C, , let x = O,(X) and ;2 = O,(A). Let ?tin, -= B,(zc,,), h,,(m) --= 
Wd4), and ff,,, -: B,(H,,,). Let G,, == ~~C,(y~,), C,;(y,) . 
(5.1) Let y4 == F16(1) T&l). 7’hefz 
(i) Bach inaolution in S zs conjugate in G,, to yl , y2 , yr , OY y, 
(ii) Yo fwo ofyi , y2 , y3 and y4 are conjugate in G. 
Proof Since O;‘(yi) E S,, , then yi = fzl(v) = O,(X,~(V)) for some 
1’ E P. Let k, = h,,(v)-i. Then yi = Bz(x2i(1))~~1 = %zl(l)‘% Similarly 
y2 E s,, and there exists an element K, E fFi, such that yz = &4(1)A~. Setting 
k, := /<,k, we see that y3 = (~~~(1) ~~,(l))‘~:s. 
By 4.8, %i(~) = O,(~(E)), 5 :< i < 24, and ~~(a) --= Sz(xa(ol) s,i(c) x,,(d)). 
It follows that 1~” = y  for each of the triples (w, u, y) in Table 6. Since 8, is an 
isomorphism, statement (i) follows from 3.8. 
Suppose yi and yi are conjugate, 1 ZZ~ i < j < 3. Since yi , yz , ys E Z(S), 
then by 7.1.1 of [3] the conjugacy takes place in lVG(s). It follows from 4.1 
that i 7 1 and j = 2. Furthermore, if g E NG( s) satisfies yi = yz”. then 
yi” E S,, . Hence there exists an element h E H5 such that y!” = y. . Then 
yjl” = y3 . Therefore gh E Ca . Hence yz = yy” = yi , a contradiction. 
Suppose next that y4 = yk” where 1 < k < 3. Then sg C C,(y,). By 
replacing g by gg’ for a suitable element g’ E C,(yJ, we may assume 
9 > S fY CG(y4). In particular, Z(P) C C,(y,) == C, . It follows from 3.5 
that Z(V) (7 S. Hence 
(SqlS24)” C %(S n C&y,)) = S&,S,,S,, . 
Then each involution in ,?$~,!$1&2S24 lies in one of the Aj’s and each element 
x E A4, is conjugate in G to yj , j == 1, 2, 3, 4. 
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TABLE 6 
suppose y,l = yl". Since y2”, yaq E Z( s’g) and no two of y1 , y2 , and y3 
are conjugate, then ya!’ t -4, and y3g E .q3 Since y4 = y3” =- y1!‘y2”, then 
YZC’ -= &(I) pa, and yE1” -= x1& 1) K,(P) for some /3 E P. Nox 
~~~(1) xzi(/3) = yat’ where z = k;l/zj(P)-l FJ~C,ZC,,, . Therefore g L- glu for some 
g, t CT3 . Hence yl!’ _:- yl” = xIs( I) 7 y4 , a contradiction. 
By repeating the preceding argument with each element .I’ replaced h>- 
CD(X) we see that y4 + yz”. Therefore y4 ~7 ys”. Then ylg E -4, and ys” E -& . 
Hence yl” = yle( 1) and ya” ~- iQ 1). Since sI,( 1) : yIf’ whcrc z ~~~ k; lz~Ioz~l , 
then g =- g,v for some g, E c, . Hence $1 == yi” -I = (&a( I))‘,-~’ E S!, . This 
is impossible as no element of S!,” is conjugate in C, to an element of Sg4. 
As an caslr consequence of 5.1 we obtain 
(5.2) H,(x) = B,(x) fiw all .A? E c:, 
Aoqf. Since x4( 1) E ccl P,(z& 1)) and &( 1) E ccl c,( y2) then 
q(lp t cc1,(y2). 
NOW 
J%(l) clu = q,(1) Xi?(C) X2*(d) 
E \CCl~(x,,(l) q&d)) if c-0 
/ccl,q(x,,(l) q,(c)) if c -f 0. 
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Since ~~,(l)~~,(c) E ccl,(y,) if c f  0, then c = 0. Since x,,(~).F~~( V\/~)E ccl &y-J 
if d # 0, then d = 0. The result now follows from 4.7. 
(6.1) Each element x E B has a unique expression of the form x == shh’ 
with s E S, h E J1 , and h’ E H,, . Let o(x) -z &h’. Then the map x -+ u(,x) is 
a homomorphism from B onto (SJ, , H,,:,. 
Proof. By 5.2, e,(x) = 0,(x) = x for all .L  ^E C, ~~ C, n C, . Since t$ and 
Q2 are isomorphisms, then the map x - u(x) induces isomorphisms of S JL 
and SJz onto SJ1 and SJ,H,,, respectively. Thus it suffices to prove 
[ITS , z71,] = {I]. 
Let 01, /3 E r”. Let 6 d& and E ~ t/p. Then [h,,,(S), h,(~)] E C,(s) : 
S,,~~,, Thus 
for some 5, 7 t r. Conjugation of equation (I) by hj(c) yields 
h,(p)-’ h,,(6) h,(P) == &,,(6) xzl(q( I -L E I)). (2) 
By squaring both sides of equation (2) wc see that 
t&(/3-’ h,,(a) h&3) -~= h,,,(a). 
Therefore [Hz , H,,,] =: {I:. 
(6.2) There exists a homomorphisnz~from W onto <WI , ,zF~,,‘> which carries 
zc, onto 7z7 ) i :_ 1) 2, 5, IO. 
Proqf. It follows from 2.12 and 2.1 that we need only prove (TYQF,)“~~ = 1 
for {i, j] C { 1, 2, 5, 10) where aii == 1 ZL’;ZL‘~ 1. Since 8, and 8, are isomorphisms 
and 0,(.x) = 0,(.x) = x for all x E C, , then this is true for {i, jf I f  {S, IO}. 
Thus we need only prove (w,,,EQ” ~ I. 
Xow (iSl,,iQ2 e C,((S, I i > 0, i f  5, IO\) =: S,,S,,S2,S,, . 
Therefore 
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Therefore CY := ,B and y  : 6 -7 0. Since (zljl,,Q --: (~,~a)3 = 1, it now 
follows that 
Therefore 01 --: 0 and hence tiLOz~~piO ---- ZL’> . 
(6.3) For each element w E W let O(W) be the image of zc wder the homo- 
morphism described in 6.2. Then a(h’“) = u(hy(“) fog all ?z E H. 
Proof. It suffices to prove h,(m)‘j m:m hi(u), {i,jj =m (5, 10;. NOW 
[u~,,,H~] .C C,((S, 1 i > 0, i# 10)) -: k~,,,Yz,&,. Also [~,a,Hs] = [tii,,llrJ’5. 
Hence ~~~~ , H,] C $,&i . Thus itir0/i3( ~/CC) ZL~” z-- or, Eli h5( &) for 
some ,B, y  t r. Thercfore wiah,(ol) 2~i,, - (q&3) uF2l(y) h,( V’i))” = h5(cs). 
Similarly hlC,(a)‘” :-- Iti,,( 
(6.4) Let b E H, w E IV, and suppose blr E 12. Then o(b’^ ‘) m. o(b)o(to). 
1%oof. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, the elements Z-,(U) have 
been defined as F-~(E) = O,(s-i(a)). For i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, let !?“_?(cY) ~1 
O,(xJa)). For i : 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20: 21, 22, 23, 24, dcfinc +(e) by the 
following formulas: 
and 
It follows in a straightforward manner from these definitions and the fact 
that (Z&ZU~)Q = 1 for (i,j} C {l, 2, S, lo>, that T<(a)“j =: %G,ci,(ol), 
-24 < i .-; 24, j = 1, 2, 5, 10. Hence 
q(a) O(M) = “i%-‘(&), -24 < i < 24. 
Let b = (rI q(q))h with h E H. Then 6” = (n x;-~)(olJ) hl”. Since 
bw E B, then q = 0 for all i for which 75 -l(z) < 0. It follows from 6.1 and 
6.3 that 
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(6.5) Each element x EF has a unique expression of the form x = bws 
with b E B, w E W, and s E S, . Let u(x) =- u(b) u(w) u(s). Then the map 
.Y -+ u(.v) is an isomorphism of F onto G, . 
Proof. Since F is simple and 0 maps F onto G, , it suffices to prove (T is 
a homomorphism. It follows from 6.1 that a(b’x) = o(b’) u(x) for all b’ E B 
and Y E F. It therefore suffices to prove U(ZU~X’) = u(wi) u(x) for i = 1, 2, 5, 10 
and x c F. 
Let s - b,b,ws with b, E B n B”‘d, b, E SWi = Si , w E IV, and s E S, . 
Suppose first that b;” t B. Let bzKs = t,t, with t, E B n B”z”’ and t, E SwpW . 
Then 
u(zup) = u(b:" 
1 
tp+-lqWtZ) zzz cJ(b,Wq"~"'-l) U(WiW) (T(tJ 
= u(bl)lJ(~C~)-1u(f1)0(~~2L')-'u(wi~) o(tJ 
-- u(q) u(b,) u(w) u(t,t,) 
== u(wJ a(b,) cr(zu) u(b&‘(lc’) u(s) 
--= u(zq) u(b,b,) u(w) u(s) = u(zu,) u(x). 
Suppose next that bzLO $ B. Since 6, E Si , then b, =z Iz-?v,(l)h for some 
k E 11 and ~~(l)~~cl~ E B. Let (zcj(l)il’~“h’cs) z-= t,t, with t, E B n B1’ and 
t 2 E 9 . Since (wixi( I))” = (zc&( 1))3 = 1, then 
u(q.~) =p u((b,K1)“.?q(l) fwt,) 
=-- u(bl/~-ml)ri(zC,)-’ u&(l)) u(t,)“(“)-l u(w) u(t2) 
_ u(blJ2-l)oh)-1 u&(l)) u(w) u(Xi(l))U(U.@) u(lz)“‘w’ u(s) 
= u(wi) u(b,) u(kl)(u(wi) u(q(1)))” a(~,) u(h) U(U) u(s) 
= 474 u(b,) u(F) u(q( 1)) u(h) u(w) u(s) 
= u(q) u(b,b,) u(w) u(s) =: U(ZQ) u(x). 
7. G = G,, 
In this section we complete the proof of our theorem by proving G = GO. 
1Ve identify the elements of G, with those of F by means of the isomorphism u 
described in 6.5. 
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(7.1) Let x E S be a conjugate qf y, where I i : 3. Then 
(i) C,(s) !Z:I; and 
(ii) s’/ E F implies J’ E F. 
Proof. By 5. I, s ~ yiJ for, some .f‘t I;. Hence C,,(X) C;’ L F. Non 
suppose .P E F. By 5. I, .Y’ ~~ y: for s0me.f’ E F. Then f’v-!f‘ 1 t Cj . Therc- _ 
fore y  t F. 
(7.2) C,(yJ CF. 
Proqf. First note that each element of 7’ ~~ S,,S,,S,,S,,S,, is conjugate 
to y1 , yr , or y.. Hence, by 7. I (i), C’,;(t) L F for each element t E T. Sext, 
recall that C, m:- CF(y4) was described in 3.5. In particular, note that 
S,, C Z(C,) and that ynr E 7’ for each element ‘L; E C, . 
Suppose C,(J;) # CJ and let g E c’,;(y,) ~~ C, Let a E I’“. Since ,q6(a) 
is conjugate to y1 , then s~~(Ix)” and y.. are not conjugate in C,( y4). BIT a well 
known result (see for example 4. I of [5]) tl lere exists an involution t E C,,(yJ 
such that [t, y8] [t, x,~(N)“] 1 and such that ty3 is conjugate in CG(yI) 
to y:% or to .~,,(a)“. Note that t E Cc;(y4) n Cc,(yx) C,,(yJ n C, C S and 
hence tya t S as well. 
suppose ty3 m= y; ) g’ E (‘1(;(y4). Then it follows from 7.1 (ii) that 
g’ E C,(J~,) = C, . Hence tytr J:’ E 7’. Suppose on the other hand, that 
tY:l .2.18(01)“c’“, g” E C(,(yJ. By 7. I (ii), gg” E C,(y,) C, . Therefore 
ty;) 1 s&)‘JC”’ x1,;(~) E T in this case as well. Hence t E 7’ in either case. 
‘I’herefore ,x~~(N)‘J t C,(t) CF. By 7.1 (ii), g E F. Tl . . us contradicts our choice 
of g. ‘Therefore C,;(y4) C, ‘1 F. 
(7.3) G ~~~ F. 
Proof. Suppose G #F and let g E G - F. ‘I’hen it follows from 7.1 (ii) 
that y,” r$ F. Since S is a Svlow Z-subgroup ofF, then it follows from 5. I, 7.1. 
and 7.2 that C,,(x) C F for anv involution .X EF. Since :VG(S) normalizes 
Z(S), it follows from 7.1 (ii) thatULV,(S’) CF. ThereforeF is strongly embedded 
in G. BJ- 9.2.1 of [3], G has only one conjugacy class of involutions. This 
contradicts 5.1. Therefore G F. 
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